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ABSTRACT Battery and ultracapacitor (UC) have complementary advantages, which meet the requirements
of energy storage systems (ESSs) for plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs). In this paper, a novel control
strategy is proposed to manage the power distribution between the battery and UC for a hybrid energy
management system (HEMS) in PEVs. This control strategy aims at realizing less power loss, longer
battery lifecycle, as well as UC’s stable terminal voltage and ability of quick charge/discharge. Based on
these three optimization targets, we define three sets of loss functions and formulate a multi-objective
optimization (MOO) problem. In particular, two different methods, weighted method and no-preference
method, are implemented to transform the MOO problem into a uni-objective convex optimization problem.
The final problem is solved using the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions. Simulation is conducted to verify
the proposed control strategy, while a battery-only ESS and a HEMS utilizing rule-based control strategy are
implemented as a comparative study. A scaled-down laboratory prototype is built to validate the theoretical
analysis and simulation results. The results indicate that the proposed control strategy brings the benefits of
minimized battery current magnitudes and ripples, enhanced system efficiency, stabilized dc-link voltage,
and improved dynamic response. Moreover, this strategy exhibits fast computation speed and requires no
pre-information of future load demand. Therefore, it can be easily deployed in real-time.

INDEX TERMS Hybrid energy management system, multi-objective optimization, plug-in electric vehicles,
real-time control strategy, ultracapacitor.

I. INTRODUCTION
In plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs), the hybridization of high
energy density battery and high power density ultracapaci-
tor (UC) in a hybrid energy management system (HEMS)
is considered an effective energy management solution. This
is because battery/UC HEMS not only enables the overall
optimized power density and energy density performances,
but also increases the durability of the battery pack [1]–[3].

To achieve power management between battery and UC,
a straightforward strategy is to manage the power flow
based on heuristic rules. Such kind of rule-based con-
trol is usually achieved by deterministic [4], [5] or fuzzy
mechanism [6], [7]. Although those demonstrated control
strategies are featured with simple implementation and high

computation efficiency, they are highly dependent on empir-
ical knowledge and human expertise. Therefore, it is difficult
to ensure system robustness due to the environment uncer-
tainties, such as the varied drive cycles.

A more advanced and effective strategy is to optimize
the power flow with intelligent algorithms. Based on this
mechanism, the system model should be abstracted and used
to build the cost function. And an optimization-based con-
troller can finally achieve the system objectives without suf-
fering the limitation of the predefined rules. For example,
several well-knownmethods, such as linear programming [8],
dynamic programming (DP) [9], Monte Carlo method [10]
and genetic algorithm [11] have been investigated in the
literature. Although these algorithms are able to provide the
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global optimal solution, they tend to be time-consuming.
Furthermore, they generally assume that the entire drive sit-
uations are pre-known. Therefore, they are mainly applied in
off-line applications. Nevertheless, the requirement of prior
drive cycles can hardly be satisfied in practice.

For practical driving applications, real-time control strat-
egy which responses immediately is preferred. To provide
real-time energy management, the control strategy must
exhibit high-speed computation capability and require no
pre-knowledge of future load conditions. To overcome the
lack of future load conditions, model predictive control is
developed and can be used to predict future data [12]–[15].
Although real-time control can be realized with acceptable
computation time in this manner, the potential inaccurate pre-
diction might degrade the system performance severely [16].
Global Positioning System (GPS) based real-time control
is also introduced to do path forecasting based on online
traffic and terrain information [17], [18]. However, it can-
not be applied everywhere due to some missing map infor-
mation or communication outage. Sometimes, typical drive
cycle data are utilized and trained offline to provide a good
reference for real-time optimization. Reference [19] proposes
an energy management strategy for battery life extension and
HEMS power loss reduction. The problem is first solved
by DP offline and the results are used to train the neural
network architecture for a real-time controller. However, the
performance highly depends on the training test cycles.More-
over, in the multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem,
the author simply assigns equal weights to different optimiza-
tion targets, without considering diversified needs or varied
drive cycles. Also as an MOO problem, the weights for the
objective functions in [20] are determined by locating the
knee point in the Pareto set based on a target drive cycle.
The inadequacy of this method is that the determination of
weights is difficult, and the selection process needs the pre-
information of the target drive cycle.

Motivated by the limitations of the reviewed literature, this
paper aims to find a better tradeoff among system perfor-
mance, amount of required information and implementation
difficulty. Thereafter a novel real-time optimization-based
control strategy is proposed in PEV battery/UC HEMS appli-
cations. This strategy is featured with low computation bur-
den, robust system response, simple implementation and
exception of massive training data or future information.
It provides a good example to solve the MOO problem in
HEMS applications.

Themajor contributions of this work are as follows. Firstly,
the characteristics of the battery pack, the UC bank and
the dc/dc converter are considered comprehensively. In this
manner, this paper makes a pioneering effort in combin-
ing three optimization targets regarding system power loss,
the longevity of the battery cycle life, as well as UC’s sta-
ble terminal voltage and ability of quick charge/discharge
together. These three targets formulate an MOO problem.

Secondly, for an MOO problem, it is hard to directly find
the optimal solution. We tackle this problem by providing

two different methods to transform the MOO problem into
a convex optimization problem based on different require-
ments. In particular, by using the second method, the problem
of weight selection has been solved skillfully. Next a control
strategy is developed to provide an effective way to calculate
the analytical solution of the problem instead of seeking the
numerical solution by an iterative method. Hence, its compu-
tation complexity is quite low and can be easily realized in
real-time.

Finally, the proposed energy management strategy is ver-
ified by simulation and experimental bench test. During
implementation, the proposed control only utilizes real-time
data to do optimization, without any need for pre-knowledge
of the drive cycle or model training process. Therefore,
the proposed strategy can be straightly used in battery/UC
HEMS controller, and can be extended to fit many more
complex systems with battery/UC HEMS.

This paper is organized in the following aspects: in
Section II, we introduce the configuration of battery/UC
HEMS. Section III proposes three optimization targets and
presents the definition of three sets of loss functions. The
formulation and solvingmethods of the optimization problem
are discussed in Section IV. Section V shows the simulation
process and results in Advanced Vehicle Simulator software
(ADVISOR). Section VI demonstrates the setup procedures
and results of the experimental test bench. Finally, this paper
concludes with a brief summary in Section VII.

II. CONFIGURATION OF BATTERY/UC HEMS
Generally, there are three practical configurations of the
PEV battery/UC HEMS: a) UC/battery semi-active HEMS,
where UC is connected to the dc link via the dc/dc con-
verter [19]; b) battery/UC semi-active HEMS, where battery
is connected to the dc link via the dc/dc converter [20]; and
c) battery/UC active HEMS, where the battery pack and the
UC bank are connected with the load via two separate dc/dc
converters [21].

In this work, the battery/UC semi-active HEMS is selected
as the case study to validate the proposed control strategy.
However, as a general method, the proposed strategy also fits
well to other HEMS configurations.

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the battery/UC HEMS topology.

Fig. 1 depicts the topology of the adopted battery/UC
semi-active HEMS. In this configuration, the battery pack
and the UC bank are linked by a boost converter working
in continuous conduction mode (CCM). These two energy
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storage systems (ESSs) work together to provide power to the
load. The boost converter consists of a power MOSFET Q,
a power diode D1, an inductor L, and an output capacitor C .
The power flow of the battery pack is actively regulated by
the converter. Whereas, the UC bank operates as the energy
buffer to compensate the load power. The output voltage of
the converter equals the terminal voltage of UC (vc), and
the input of the boost converter is the battery pack terminal
voltage (vb). Based on the working principles of the boost
converter and Kirchhoff’s Current Law, we can easily derive
that,

ib (1− D)+ ic = iload (1)

where ib is the current of the battery pack, D represents the
duty ratio of Q, ic is the UC bank’s current, and iload is the
load current.

III. THREE OPTIMIZATION TARGETS AND
DEFINITION OF LOSS FUNCTIONS
Three optimization targets are specified: a) to reduce the sys-
tem’s total power loss; b) to extend the lifecycle of the battery
pack by minimizing the current magnitudes and ripples; and
c) to maintain UC’s ability of quick charge/discharge and a
more stable dc link voltage with small variations.

A. SYSTEM POWER LOSS
For system power loss analysis, three groups of power loss are
considered. They are conduction loss of the dc/dc converter,
conduction loss of the battery pack and the UC bank, and
switching loss of the dc/dc converter.

FIGURE 2. Models of battery, UC, inductor, MOSFET and diode.

Fig. 2 shows the non-ideal circuit models of all components
in the HEMS. The boost converter is designed to operate in
CCM. Therefore, each switching period is divided into two
modes. In Mode I, Q is on while D1 is off, and ib flows

through L and Q. In Mode II, Q is turned off, and ib flows
through D1 to deliver power to the load or the UC bank.

Considering all the non-ideal identities, conduction loss of
the dc/dc converter in Mode I could be calculated as,

Pcond,I = Di2b
(
RL + RQ

)
(2)

where, RL is the winding resistance of L, RQ is the on-
resistance of Q. In analogy, in Mode II, the circuit model for
D1 consists of a voltage source VD and an on-resistance RD.
The conduction loss for Mode II is formulated as,

Pcond,II = (1− D)
[
i2b (RL + RD)+ ib · VD

]
(3)

Considering the conduction loss for the battery pack and
the UC bank, we could derive the total system conduction
loss as,

Pcond = Pcond,I + Pcond,II + i2bRb + i
2
cRc (4)

where, Pcond is the total system conduction loss, Rb and Rc
are the internal resistances of the battery pack and the UC
bank.

Besides, switching loss of the converter is calculated as,

Psw = fs[
1
2
vbib

(
trise,Q + tfall,Q

)
+ QC · Vgs

+
1
2
V 2
bCoss + Qr · vb + vb · ir · tr,D] (5)

where, Psw is the switching loss of the dc/dc converter; fs is
the switching frequency; trise,Q and tfall,Q are the rise time and
fall time of Q during the switching transitions; Coss denotes
the output capacitance of Q; Qc defines the total gate charge
of Q; Vgs represents the gate driving voltage of Q; Qr is the
total reverse recovered charge ofD1; ir is the reverse recovery
current ofD1; and tr,D is defined as the reverse recovery time
of D1 [22].
The HEMS total power loss (Ploss) is the sum of Pcond

and Psw, given by

Ploss = Pcond + Psw (6)

Finally, we define the loss function of this optimization
target as floss, given by

floss =
Ploss

Ploss,max
(7)

where, Ploss,max is the possible maximum system power loss,
which is used to normalize floss within the range of [0, 1].
For mathematical optimization problems, a loss function is

often used as an indicator to measure the ‘‘cost’’ associated
with some event by mapping the event-related variables to a
scalar number intuitively [23]. For this optimization target,
the control strategy focuses on minimizing the loss function
to decrease the total power loss. In other words, floss has a
value of 0 for the best case, and a value of 1 for the worst
case. The following two sets of loss functions are developed
according to the similar principle.
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B. BATTERY LIFECYCLE
The second optimization target is to extend the battery life-
cycle by minimizing battery current magnitudes and ripples.
Hence, the loss function of the battery pack (fb) is formulated
in two aspects [24],

fb,ave = a
(
ib − ib,ave

)2 (8)

fb,dif = b
(
ib − ib,last

)2 (9)

where, fb,ave is the loss function to evaluate the magnitudes
of ib, and fb,dif is the loss function to evaluate the ripples
of ib. ib denotes the real-time battery current, ib,ave represents
the average battery current from the first to the latest control
action, and ib,last is the battery current of the previous control
action. a and b are utilized to constrain the loss function value
within [0, 1], as shown in (10) and (11).

a =
1

(Ib,max − ib,ave)2
(10)

b =
1[

max(
∣∣ib − ib,last ∣∣)]2 (11)

From the perspective of battery current magnitudes,
fb,ave reaches unity when ib equals its maximum value Ib,max.
This is the worst-case scenario. In analogy, regarding battery
current ripples, when the difference between ib and ib,last
reaches the threshold [max(|ib − ib,last |)], fb,dif is assigned
as unity. The optimization target for the battery pack is to
minimize both fb,ave and fb,dif .

C. UC’S STABLE TERMINAL VOLTAGE AND ABILITY
OF QUICK CHARGE/DISCHARGE
The last optimization target is to maintain the UC bank’s
stable terminal voltage and ability of quick charge/discharge.
In order to reach the best condition for both charge and
discharge, a 50% SOC of the UC bank is desired. It should be
noted that large variation of the dc link voltage is unfavorable
for motor control on the load side. In the adopted HEMS
configuration, dc link voltage equals UC terminal voltage.
Therefore, this optimization target also helps to maintain a
relatively stable dc link voltage.

SOC of the UC is the ratio between the remaining power
to the total, and could be defined with charge or energy [25].
The latter is adopted to better utilize the energy stored in
UC. Hence, SOC of UC is expressed as the ratio between the
remaining energy and the full capacity energy, given by

SOC =
Eremaining
Emax

=

1
2C · (v

2
c − V

2
c,min)

1
2C · (V

2
c,max − V

2
c,min)

=
v2c − V

2
c,min

V 2
c,max − V

2
c,min

(12)

where C is the capacitance; vc represents the terminal voltage
of UC; Emax is the maximum energy that can be released by
UC bank from fully charged until fully discharged; Eremaining
represents the remaining energy of UC bank which is dis-
charged/charged in a period. Vc,max and Vc,min represent the

maximum and minimum terminal voltages of the UC bank.
Thus, the reference voltage of the UC bank can be derived as,

Vc,ref =

√
V 2
c,max + V

2
c,min

2
(13)

The loss function for the UC bank is formulated as fc,
given by

fc = c
(
ic − ic,ref

)2 (14)

where,

c =
1

(Ic,max − ic,ref )2
(15)

where, c is used to normalize fc; Ic,max is the maximum UC
current; ic,ref is the UC’s reference current. The closer ic is
to ic,ref , the smaller fc is.

The setup standard for ic,ref is to bring the UC bank’s
SOC back to its reference value (50%). Thus, ic,ref should
be determined by the real-time SOC and the preset Ic,max to
maintain a 50% SOC as much as possible, given by

ic,ref = (2 · SOC − 1) · Ic,max (16)

IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The above three sets of loss functions are cross coupled.
Therefore, this problem is considered an MOO problem.
It aims at finding the optimal ib and ic that minimize all loss
functions simultaneously. TheMOO problem is expressed as,

minimize F =
{
floss, fb,ave, fb,dif , fc

}
subject to ib(1− D)+ ic = iload (17)

where,F can be considered as a vector composed by four loss
functions. Two design variables are ib and ic. In this work,
ib is regulated actively while ic passively compensates iload
according to ib. In each control action, ib and ic are refreshed
to implement the real-time optimization.

B. SOLVING METHODS AND PROCESS
In theory, the MOO problem has more than one optimal
solution. However, only one group of ib and ic will be applied
during every control action. Therefore, in order to obtain a
single practical solution, the common idea is to merge the
multiple optimization targets into one. Thereafter the problem
becomes a uni-objective optimization problem and can be
solved by general optimization methods. In the following
part, two different methods are utilized to perform the merg-
ing: they are weighted method and no-preference method.

1) WEIGHTED METHOD
Weighted method provides multiple optimal solutions based
on different weight sets: every single solution reflects the cor-
responding preferences which are potentially merged in the
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selection of a single set of weight coefficients [23]. By assign-
ing a set of weights to the loss functions, the MOO problem
is transformed into a uni-objective optimization problem,

minimize f1 = wlossfloss + wb,avefb,ave + wb,dif fb,dif + wcfc
(18)

subject to ib (1− D)+ ic − iload = 0 (19)

where, wloss, wb,ave, wb,dif , and wc are the weights assigned
to the four loss functions, respectively. The Karush–Kuhn–
Tucker (KKT) conditions [26] could be utilized to solve this
optimization problem. The Lagrangian function of the final
objective function f1 can be calculated as,

L = wlossfloss + wb,avefb,ave + wb,dif fb,dif + wcfc
+ v [ib (1− D)+ ic − iload ] (20)

where v is Lagrange multiplier. Let the gradient of L be zero,

∇L = 0 (21)

The optimal solution is solved in the following equations,

i∗b =
wb,aveaib,ave+wb,dif bib,last+A(iload−ic,fit )+B

wloss
Ploss,max

wb,avea+wb,dif b+A(1−D)+C
wloss

Ploss,max

(22)

i∗c = iload − (1− D)i∗b (23)

where

A = wcc(1− D) (24)

B = Rciload (1−D)−
1
2
[VD+fs ·

vb
2
(trise,Q+tfall,Q)] (25)

C = RL + RD + D(RQ − RD)+ Rb + Rc(1− D)2 (26)

where, i∗b is the optimal ib, and i∗c is the optimal ic.
Moreover, the Hessian of L can be calculated as,

∇
2L =


∂2L

∂i2b

∂2L
∂ib∂ic

∂2L
∂ic∂ib

∂2L
∂i2c

 � 0 (27)

The Hessian of L is positive definite. This means the
objective function f1 is strong convex, and solution from (22)
and (23) is the global minimum of the proposed optimization
problem [27]. They are calculated to determine i∗b and i∗c .
In each control action, ib and ic are refreshed to carry out the
real-time optimization.

Practically, there are also some physical constraints that
need to be satisfied, such as lower and upper bounds of
currents or voltages of the battery pack and the UC bank,

0 ≤ ib ≤ Ib,max (28)

−Ic,max ≤ ic ≤ Ic,max (29)

Vc,min ≤ vc ≤ Vc,max (30)

vb < vc (31)

It should be noted that with these physical constraints,
the global optimal solution from (22) and (23) still minimizes

the objective function f1 as long as it is within the physical
constraints. However, when the solution in (22) and (23)
exceeds the constraints, the optimal solution must be located
on the nearest boundary of the physical constraints according
to the properties of convex functions.

In the weighted method, different combinations of weights
(wloss, wb,ave, wb,dif , wc) result in different optimal solutions.
The value of each weight should be determined referring to
the actual situation. The more we care about an optimization
target, the higher weight should we assign to it. Practically,
it is the decision maker who makes the choice. A decision
maker is a person who defines the importance of each opti-
mization target in the MOO problem based on his or her
values, preferences and expertise. Hence, the decision maker
will conduct the decision-making process which is regarded
as the cognitive procedure resulting in the selection of a
final choice among several alternative possibilities. Gener-
ally, the decision maker is an expert or a policymaker in the
problem domain.

2) NO-PREFERENCE METHOD
If the decision maker does not articulate preferences to any
optimization target, the MOO problem can be solved by
no-preference method [28]. A typical example is the method
of global criterion [29]: it does not include any weights. Nev-
ertheless, this method aims to seek the point which is closest
to the point that minimizes all loss functions (origin point
here), of the Pareto front. Therefore, the final optimization
problem could be formulated as,

minimize f2 = ‖F‖22 = f 2loss + f
2
b,ave + f

2
b,dif + f

2
c (32)

subject to the same constraint defined in (19). Here, ‖F‖22 is
the L2-norm of F [26].
f2 is also a convex function because of the property of

vector composition [27]. The optimal solution of f2 can also
be calculated by utilizing KKT conditions with (21).

V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION
In order to verify the robustness and performance of the pro-
posed control, a PEV model is built and deployed in ADVI-
SOR. The Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS)
has been repeated 23 times to fully discharge the battery pack.
This process lasts approximately 8.75 hours. Velocity data for
UDDS is shown in Fig. 3. With the standard velocity data,
the power demand depends on the PEV model parameters.
In this work, the vehiclemodel is set as the default PEVmodel
(VEH_SMCAR). The motor is set as MC_AC75. The ESSs
include a 250 V Li-ion battery pack (66 series 60 parallel,
51.3kWh in total) and a 500V UC bank (200 series 4 parallel,
58 F). The total weight of the full vehicle is 1760 kg. With all
pre-defined PEV model parameters, the load power demand
for the vehicle is derived by ADVISOR, also as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The power management solution is realized with a
power split controller. This controller employs the proposed
MOO-based real-time control strategy. The period of control
actions is set as one second.
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FIGURE 3. Velocity and power profiles of UDDS.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of battery current profiles.

A. COMPARATIVE TESTS
To compare with the proposed control strategy, the perfor-
mances of battery-only ESS and HEMS with a DP approach
rule-based control strategy proposed in [30] are also imple-
mented in ADVISOR. These three systems work under
identical load conditions. The key results are presented
in Figs. 4 ∼ 8. Fig. 4 compares battery current profiles of
battery-only ESS, rule-based controlled HEMS and the pro-
posed battery/UC HEMS solved by weighted method and

FIGURE 5. Zoom in of battery current profiles.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of battery current ripple profiles.

FIGURE 7. Zoom in of battery current ripple profiles.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of UC bank’s SOC.

no-preference method. Fig. 5 is the zoom in of those cur-
rent waveforms. As shown, the battery pack current is much
smoother with the proposed control strategy. This brings
the advantage of battery cycle life extension. The battery
current ripples (the difference between ib and ib,last ) for three
systems are captured in Fig. 6. The zoom in of the battery
current ripple profiles is illustrated in Fig. 7. It is shown
that battery current ripples are reduced significantly with
the proposed control strategy. Fig. 8 compares UC’s SOC
of the proposed control strategy with the rule-based control
strategy. As shown, the proposed control strategy is capable of
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of system efficiency for three systems under four drive cycles.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of battery pack currents for three systems under four drive cycles.

maintaining a 50% SOC more efficiently. It is highly
desired for the UC bank to ensure its ability of quick
charge/discharge.

B. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON REGARDING THREE
OPTIMIZATION TARGETS
In order to analyze the performance of the proposed control
strategy more comprehensively and precisely, the proposed
control strategy (with two solving methods), battery-only
ESS, and DP approach rule-based control strategy are sim-
ulated under four typical drive cycles. Besides UDDS,
the other three are the New York City Cycle (NYCC),
the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), and the Indian
Urban Sample (INDIA_URBAN_SAMPLE), respectively.
The comparative test is implemented to obtain quantitative
results regarding all the three optimization targets.

1) HEMS SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
The PEV driving process is a long period when the power
loss keeps on varying. In this work, system efficiency (η) is
defined to evaluate the power loss in the entire driving period,

η =

∫
Pload (t)dt∫

Pload (t)dt +
∫
Ploss(t)dt

(33)

where Pload (t) is the real-time power demand of the load,
and Ploss(t) is the real-time total power loss of the system.
η represents the ratio between the energy delivered to the load
and the total energy released from ESSs.

The system efficiency data for the three systems running
four driving cycles is illustrated in Fig. 9. It can be observed
that the proposed control strategy exhibits less power loss and
is able to provide a superior overall system efficiency.

2) BATTERY PACK
The battery pack currents for the three systems are compared
in three aspects: peak value (ib,peak), mean value (īb) and the
average rate of change value (ARC). The ARC of battery
current can be calculated as,

ARC =
1
N
·

N∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ (i− ilast )1t

∣∣∣∣ (34)

where i is the real-time current; ilast is the current of the
previous control action; 1t is the period of control actions;
N is the total number of control actions.
The simulation results for the battery currents are shown

in Fig. 10. It is seen that the peak value and ARC of battery
pack current of the proposed control are much lower than
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of UC’s SOC for the proposed control strategy and rule-based control strategy
under four drive cycles.

FIGURE 12. HEMS prototype and experimental setup.

those of the other strategies. Whereas, the ability to limit the
mean value of the proposed control is also competitive when
compared with rule-based control.

3) UC BANK
The third optimization target is to maintain a 50% SOC

of the UC bank. In order to evaluate the performance of this
optimization target, δ is defined to evaluate the deviation
between the real-time UC SOC and a 50% SOC during the
whole driving process. It is calculated by,

δ =

√√√√ N∑
n=1

(SOC(t)− 50%)2 (35)

where SOC (t) is the real-time SOC of UC. The smaller
δ is, the more desired conditions will the UC bank work
in. Likewise, δ is calculated and compared for the proposed
control strategy and the DP rule-based control strategy under
four drive cycles to evaluate their capabilities of maintaining
UC’s SOC.

The comparative results are presented in Fig. 11. The
results show that the proposed control strategy has a prefer-
able performance on maintaining the UC’s SOC and dc link
voltage compared with the rule-based control.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to validate the theoretical analysis and simulation
results of the proposed MOO-based real-time controller,
a scaled-down experimental platform is set up, as shown
in Fig. 12. The maximum load power demand is 30 W.
The HEMS consists of a 15.8 V Maxwell UC module
(BMOD0058 E016 B02), a 7.4V, 7800mAh lithium-ion bat-
tery module (18650), and a dc/dc converter with the switch-
ing frequency of 20 kHz. A programmable power supply
(RIGOL DP832) and a programmable electric load (RIGOL
DL3031A)work together to emulate the load demand of drive
cycles. They are both controlled by the host PC running NI
LabVIEWprogram. The embedded device (NI myRIO-1900)
is employed to a) detect the real-time voltages and currents;
b) implement the optimization-based real-time controller to
calculate i∗b and i∗c using the real-time data; c) construct a
PID controller to compensate the negative feedback loop, and
to regulate ib and ic to i∗b and i∗c . NI myRIO-1900 is also
programmed with LabVIEW.

FIGURE 13. Block diagram of the experimental battery/UC HEMS.

The block diagram of the experimental platform is shown
in Fig. 13 and the parameters are listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Parameter specifications of the HEMS.

There are two voltage sensors and three current sensors
installed onboard tomeasure the real-time vb, vc, ib, ic, and the
current flowing out the dc/dc converter (idc/dc). Provided with
Pload and vc, the host PC calculates iload and orders DL3031A
and DP832 to emulate the charging and discharging currents,
respectively. NI myRIO-1900 collects all the measured data
and calculates the optimal solution for each control action.
The solution automatically refreshes in NI myRIO-1900 after
each control action. The PID controller ensures that ib follows
i∗b tightly and robustly. For each test case, UDDS is repeated
three times to emulate the load variations over the times-
pan of approximately 70 minutes. Both the no-preference
method and weighted method are implemented in the HEMS
prototype.

FIGURE 14. Experimental results of the HEMS with no-preference
method: (a) Load power demand; (b) load current; (c) real-time battery
current and optimal battery current; (d) battery terminal voltage;
(e) UC terminal voltage; (f) SOC of UC.

The experimental results of the HEMS with no-preference
method are illustrated in Fig. 14. Fig. 14 (a) shows the

FIGURE 15. Experimental results of the HEMS with weighted method
when weight coefficients = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.7): (a) Load power demand;
(b) load current; (c) real-time battery current and optimal battery current;
(d) battery terminal voltage; (e) UC terminal voltage; (f) SOC of UC.

profile of Pload ; Fig. 14 (b) illustrates the profile of iload ;
Fig. 14 (c) captures the real-time ib and i∗b. As shown, ib is
much smoother than iload , and well follows i∗b. This means
the PID controller works robustly, and battery lifetime exten-
sion can be expected. Fig. 14 (d) shows the real-time vb
during the implementation process, while Fig. 14 (e) and
Fig. 14 (f) capture vc and UC’s SOC, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 14 (d-f), the battery keeps on being discharged while
the UC bank maintains a relatively stable SOC after three
drive cycles. It should be noted that the total power loss is
also considered as a key factor in decision making.

When the decision maker has preferences to a specific
optimization target, the weightedmethod is more appropriate.
Fig. 15 shows the experimental results with the weight set:
(wloss, wb,ave, wb,dif , wc) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.7). Fig. 16
exhibits the experimental results with the weight set: (wloss,
wb,ave, wb,dif , wc) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 0.4). The experi-
mental results using weighted method are similar to those
of no-preference method. Moreover, results illustrate that a
higher weight for battery module is more efficient for battery
current smoothing (as shown in Table 2). In this manner,
an extended battery cycle life can be expected. Whereas,
a higher weight for the UC bank could maintain a SOC much
closer to 50%. This means the system is more capable of
handling severe load surge currents, and the dc link voltage is
more stable. It should be noted that the sum of all weights
equals unity, and an increase in one component inevitably
causes a decrease in the others. Therefore, it is important to
design a reasonable weight set.
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FIGURE 16. Experimental results of the HEMS with weighted method
when weight coefficients = (0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 0.4): (a) Load power demand;
(b) load current; (c) real-time battery current and optimal battery current;
(d) battery terminal voltage; (e) UC terminal voltage; (f) SOC of UC.

TABLE 2. ARC for battery current and load current.

The ARC for ib and iload of all the three test cases above
calculated by (34) are shown in Table 2. These results demon-
strate again that the proposed control strategy solved by both
two methods is capable of smoothing the battery current
(compared with load current). Moreover, different weight
selections might cause different effects on the system.

Last but not least, since the optimization problem is solved
by KKT conditions to obtain the analytical solution directly,
the computational cost is quite low. In real experimental
validation, it takes the processor approximately 100 ms to
calculate one set of solution. The period of control actions
is set as one second, which is much longer than 100 ms.
Hence, the proposed control strategy is suitable for real-time
applications.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a MOO-based real-time control strat-
egy for PEV battery/UC HEMS. The optimization problem
presents three factors: a) system power loss, b) battery cur-
rent magnitudes and ripples, and c) UC’s ability of quick
charge/discharge as well as a stable dc link voltage. The
MOO problem is formulated and transformed into a convex

optimization problem by weighted method and no-preference
method. The final convex optimization problem is solved by
KKT conditions. A PEV battery/UC HEMS model using the
proposed control strategy is built and deployed in ADVISOR
to verify the proposed control. A battery-only ESS and a
HEMS utilizing rule-based control strategy are also imple-
mented as a comparative study. Finally, a laboratory platform
is implemented to validate the theoretical analysis and simu-
lation results. Simulation and experimental results prove that
the proposed control strategy could a) smooth the battery
current to extend its cycle life, b) take full advantages of
the UC bank as the energy buffer, c) maintain a relatively
stable dc link voltage, and d) enhance the system efficiency
by minimizing the power loss.

Compared with prior arts, the proposed MOO-based con-
trol strategy pays close attention to three essential factors in
HEMS design and operation, and requires no pre-information
of any future data or representative drive patterns. More-
over, the optimization process only utilizes real-time data
to calculate the analytical solution, and the algorithm com-
plexity is very low. Therefore, it can be easily deployed
to adjust all kinds of driving conditions in real-time. Fur-
thermore, as a general approach, the proposed control strat-
egy can be adjusted and extended to fit many other HEMS
configurations.
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